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ABSTRACT
In the present study, an experiment on bubble motion in a simple shear layer has been performed in order to obtain
fundamental knowledge of the influence of the force on the bubble and its lateral motion induced by the
surrounding flow field. We explored the flow structure in the vicinity of the bubble and also deformation of the
bubble shape respectively by PIV/LIF and a projecting technique for two perpendicular planes. As our system, we
chose single air bubble with an equivalent bubble diameter (De)2~6mm in a vertical shear flow. Velocity
measurements were made using one digital high-speed CCD camera for Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) with
fluorescent tracer particles. The recorded image data are analyzed by cross-correlational technique. Second and
third CCD cameras were used to detect the bubble’s shape and motion via backlighting from a square array of
infrared LED’s. Figure 1 shows the velocity vector field, vorticity contours around the bubble and the bubble shape
in two planes in time series. We confirmed that the shear rate acts on the deformed bubble as a force that induces
bubble motion toward a direction where the relative velocity decreases. Moreover we clarified that bubble
trajectory was influenced by vorticity which distributed in the three-dimensional wake structure quantitatively by
measuring the vorticity in the vicinity of the bubble with consideration to the relative arrangement of the bubble
and the cross section that we detected the flow field.
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Fig. 1. Flow structure around the bubble in time series.
a) Shematic of illustration of the bubble motion.
b) Instantaneous velocity vector field (x-z plane).
c) Instantaneous vorticity contours (x-z plane).
d) Instantaneous projection of bubble’s shape (y-z plane)
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of flow around a solid body such as a hemisphere or that around a single rising gas bubble in a volume of
liquid is classic example of problems in fluid mechanics of single- and multi-phase flows. It goes without saying
that from an understanding of such rudimentary systems, one often extrapolates this knowledge, for better or worse,
to larger systems such as fluidized-beds, bio-reactor bubble columns and other equipment involving solid-liquid,
gas-liquid and even solid-gas-liquid flows. Our base of knowledge on the fundamental aspects of bubbles, drops
and particles accumulated over many years are contained in such texts as those by Levich (1962) and Clift et al.
(1978).
Recently various calculation techniques and simulation models of dispersed phase in gas-liquid two-phase flow
are proposed with a development of computer performance (Tomiyama, 1998, Bunner and Tryggvason, 1999).
And these are getting much popular to predict the behavior of certain particular types of flows. The correlation
between the flow structure and the dispersed bubble behavior; the bubble motion and deformation of the surface,
remains a numerical and experimental challenge. We thus need to elucidate the interaction between gas and liquid
phases experimentally. Recently many measurement systems using image processing techniques have developed
and they were applied to bubbly flow (Fan and Tsuchiya, 1990, Murai et. al., 2001). To investigate the flow in the
vicinity of the bubble, The particular technique has been developed (Tokuhiro et. al., 1999, Fujiwara et. al., 2000).
Of particular interest is the localized phenomena, such as the factors influencing the lift force on the bubble; that is,
the interaction between gas/liquid phases and the associated transfer mechanisms. To clarify the bubble transfer
mechanisms experimentally, it is necessary associate the flow structure with actual three-dimensional bubble
behavior. Therefore, during the course of the development of image processing techniques, several experimental
methods to investigate three-dimensional bubble behavior have been proposed (Lunde and Perkins, 1997, Brücker,
1999, Ohashi et. al., 2001).
The objective of the present study is to obtain fundamental knowledge of the translational motion of the bubble
caused by the interaction between the deformation and surrounding flow field in linear shear flow. We have
explored the flow structure around the bubble and also deformation respectively by PIV/LIF and projecting
technique from 2-directions. As our system, we chose single air bubble with an equivalent diameter (De) 2~6mm,
in the shear flow with 2.0s-1 of shear rate. We predicted instantaneous three-dimensional bubble shapes by images
detected from perpendicular directions. Therefore, we estimated three-dimensional bubble trajectory and the
interactive influence on flow structure with consideration of the cross section that we detected the flow field.

2. MEASUREMENT METHOD

2.1 Measurement Method for Flow Structure around the Bubble
In order to measure the flow structure around the bubble, specifically to detect the interaction between the bubble
motion and the flow field which it encounters, we implemented a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system
previously described by Sakakibara et al. (1993 a and b) and Tokuhiro et al. (1998). The diameter of the bubble that
we measured was approximately 1000 times larger than that of tracer particles. From initial trials we noticed that
the intensity of light reflected from the bubble’s surface saturated the CCD device so that the intensity of light from
the tracer particles was overwhelmed. And we cannot detect the tracer images in the vicinity of the bubble. Thus
we applied Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) as fluorescent tracer particles. Methyl methacrylate
(H2C=C(CH3)COOCH3) with Rhodamine-B as the fluorescence dye polymerizes to give particles. We could detect
fluorescence emitted by the particles through a color filter to cut the reflection into a CCD camera. The diameter of
the tracer particles is approximately 1~10 µm and a specific density is 1.02. With this set-up we could measure the
flow structure in the vicinity of the bubble. In this system, image data are analyzed by cross-correlational technique,
so that we can obtain the velocity vector at each location.

2.2 Measurement Method for Detection of the Bubble Shape and Trajectory
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In order to capture the bubble’s shape and motion simultaneously we supplemented the PIV/LIF system with a
projection technique using LEDs as the light source specifically prepared for this experiment. The bubble’s
imageis obtained as illuminated from the back side, and imposed on a grayscale background. The bubble has been
captured at each instant of a continuous oscillatory motion. The emitted light passed through a filter attached to the
CCD camera and recorded the shadow and the light of the limited wavelength.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
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Fig. 2. Schematic of measurement setup.
a)Schematic of the measurement system. b)Top view of the experimental facility.
Figure 2 a) depicts experimental apparatus consisting of a flow channel and CCD cameras. The flow is downward
from the top, while the test section is a 50x100mm2 cross-section area and approximately 1000mm in length. The
width between the belt and the wall h is 50mm. The vertical shear flow was produced between the looped belt
connected to variable-speed-motor and the wall. The belt was transparent to backlight the bubble through it. The
fluid was pumped back up to an upper tank and circulated in a minimize secondary flow. In order to tailor a stable
linear shear flow, the grid was installed at the entrance of test section.
Figure 2 also shows the top view of our arrangement consisting of three CCD cameras; one for PIV/LIF (upper
camera in Figure 2 b)) and the other two for detecting bubble shapes. The second CCD camera faced the CCD
camera for PIV. The third CCD camera is arranged perpendicular to the second CCD camera. As the light source
for the second CCD camera, a square array of blue LEDs (470nm) was placed around the CCD camera for PIV/LIF.
And for the third CCD camera, an array of infrared LEDs (800nm) was placed behind the belt. By using the
transparent belt, infrared LEDs could illuminate the test section through the belt, and the bubble shadow images in
two perpendicular planes are obtained (we could detect the images of the bubble shape from two perpendicular
direction). In order to capture bubble shapes and flow field simultaneously, we synchronized the triggering of the
laser, the LEDs and the three CCD cameras. We defined the point on the belt in the middle of channel at the same
height of the bubble injecting as origin, upward direction from the origin as the z-axis, and cross-sectional direction
as the x-axis. The laser sheet entered at y/h = 0 and illuminated the x-z plane.
Table 1 shows the experimental conditions. We used tap 30-weight % glycerin water solution (30w% GWS) as
working fluid. 30w% GWS has approximately 2.5 times the viscosity of tap water. The average shear rate kavg were
–2.0s-1. The corresponding relevant dimensionless numbers, two Reynolds numbers (Rerel, Rek), Eötvös number
and Morton number were defined as

Re rel =

D eq2 Wrel

ν

, Wrel = Wbubble − W fluid
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,

(1)

Re k =

(2)

,

ν
gDe2 ρ l

Eo =

M =

De2 k avg

σ

gµ 4l

ρlσ 3

, and

(3)

.

(4)

In equation (1) bubble relative velocity Wrel was estimated from experimental data. Deq is the average equivalent
bubble diameter and kavg is the average shear rate of the flow field. According to the bubble shape regime map
suggested by Bhaga and Weber (1981), the relevant shape under current conditions corresponds to ellipsoid in
stagnant liquid.
Table 1. Experimental conditions.
De[mm]
kavg[s-1]
Rerel
Rek
Eo
M
Case1
Case2

2.7
4.3

2.0
2.0

225
413

7.14
18.1

7.70x10-10
7.70x10-10

1.2
2.9

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of bubble trajectory.
a) Examples of bubble trajectory.
b) Distribution of xc.
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wrms/Wl[%]

Figure 4 a) shows typical examples of three-dimensional
bubble trajectory. For the estimation of the trajectory of the
bubble, we defined the bubble’s center of gravity (xc,yc,zc)
by using the bubble’s projected images from two direction.
We determined the centroid in the x-z plane and the y-z
plane respectively, and adopted the average of each zc.
Table 2 shows the average deformation factors Capillary
number Ca and Weber number Wb of the bubble in each

Wl[mm/s]

Figure 3 shows the flow structure in single phase (liquid). We confirmed that the flow is nearly linear shear flow in
the observed area and the flow in the vicinity of the wall has a higher shear rate. The maximum wrms measured by
LDV is approximately 17%. The velocities U (average
velocity in x direction) and V (average velocity in y
-120
100
direction) can be neglected (approximately 0). Thus we can
Wl[mm/s]
80
-140
regard the flow structure as being approximately
wrms/Wl
two-dimensional shear flow.
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condition. The deformation factor, Ca and Wb are defined as

Ca =

k avg Deq µ l

σ
ρ lWrel2 Deq
Wb =
σ

(5)
, and
(6)

.
Table 2. Bubble deformation factors in each condition.
Eo
Ca
Wb

Case1
Case2

1.80x10-4
2.86x10-4

1.2
2.9

Aspect-ratio

1.27
2.69

0.82
0.72

We confirmed that the bubble moves in zig-zag motions, and the bubble in Case 1 with smaller deformation
indicates smaller oscillation. Because of strong influence of bubble injecting condition, the plane in which bubble
ascend with zig-zag motion are random. In order to investigate the influence of shear flow, interaction between
lateral motion in and bubble’s deformation must be examine. Figure 4 b) shows a histogram of the distribution of
bubble trajectory in x-direction; that is, distribution of xc.
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Fig. 5.Flow structure around the bubble in time series (Case1).
a) Instantaneous velocity vector fields (x-z plane).
b) Instantaneous vorticity contours (x-z plane).
c) Instantaneous projection of bubble’s shape (y-z plane).
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Fig. 6. Flow structure around the bubble in time series (Case2).
a) Instantaneous velocity vector fields (x-z plane).
b) Instantaneous vorticity contours (x-z plane).
c) Instantaneous projection of bubble’s shape (y-z plane).
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We identify that the shear rate acts on an oblate ellipsoidal bubble deformed significantly as a force that induces
bubble motion toward a direction where the relative velocity decreases. The general trend was the experiment
conducted by Kariyasaki (1987).
Figure 5 and 6 show the bubble motion and flow structure around the bubble indicated by velocity vector field and
vorticity color contours in the x-z plane and the bubble motion in the y-z plane in time series. Each picture depicts
the instantaneous flow structure. Vorticity is defined in terms of that circulation and calculated using equation
suggested by Fujiwara et.al. (1999). The sampling rate was approximately 23.5ms based on a limited framing rate
of the CCD camera (maximum frame rate is 85 fps). Figure 5 shows flow structure around the bubble in Case1. As
shown in Figure 4, bubble indicated zig-zag motion with smaller oscillation. The bubble was a deformed ellipsoid
and ascended while wobbling. In Figure 5 b) the high intensity of vorticity appears at both right and left side of the
bubble. We can particularly confirm that the high intensify of the vorticity distribute at the stagnation point. At
t=47.0ms the vorticity at the right exhibits relatively higher than that at left, and at this moment the bubble directs
its motion toward left side. From Figure 5 b) the curvature in both bubble edge in the x-z plane are asymmetry each
other, and this phenomena associated with the asymmetric pressure field around the bubble (Lunde and Perkins,
1997).
Figure 6 shows the flow structure around the bubble in Case2. The bubble deformed oblate ellipsoid and ascended
while wobbling with larger Eo than that in Case1. As shown in Figure 6 identically, bubble indicated oscillation
with larger amplitude caused by the vortex grew at the edge of the bubble where the shear rate was high and shed
from the edge. In this case, bubble indicates zig-zag motion mainly in y-z plane as shown in Figure 6 c). Thus we
can see a lower curvature on the opposite side (left) of the direction the bubble is directing its motion toward as
well as Case1 in Figure 5 b). Aspect ratio in Case2 is smaller than that in Case1, and the bubble’s deformation are
remarkably asymmetry. We can identify that there are larger region with high intensity of vorticity than in Case1
(shown in Figure 5 b)). At the same time, set of the high intensity of the vorticity appeared at left side of the
stagnation point from t=47.0msec to t=94.0msec.
In order to examine the flow structure around the bubble with three-dimensional bubble behavior, we can apply the
reconstruction of three-dimensional bubble shape from two perpendicular images. We reconstructed the
three-dimensional bubble image using an approximation method proposed by Ohashi et. al. (2001). Figure 7 shows
the approximation method. First of all, there is the assumption that the bubble’s x-y cross section is ellipsoid. By
using the shadow images in x-y plane (lx, ly) is estimated at each z position. We approximated a horizontal cross
section to ellipse at each vertical position. And we reconstructed instantaneous three-dimensional image by
integration of each horizontal cross-section, and we detected three-dimensional bubble images in time series.
Figure 8 shows approximated three-dimensional bubble shape and corresponding vorticity contour in Case1 to a
characteristic moment lateral bubble motion occurs in x-direction mainly. As shown in Figure 8 c), the bubble
moves in the x-z plane where the measured plane for PIV. Additionally, we predict that the stagnation point exists
in the vicinity of the x-z plane. In this case, the region with high intensity of vorticity occupies at right and left edge
of the bubble. Relatively higher intensity of vorticity appears at left side at a moment bubble exist at position A.
The phenomena is recognized in Figure 5, since lateral bubble motion toward y-direction is small in Figure 5 c).
Figure 9 shows approximated three-dimensional bubble shape and corresponding vorticity contour in Case2
identically to a characteristic moment lateral bubble motion occurs in y-direction mainly. As shown in Figure 9 c),
the bubble moves across the x-z plane in which the vorticity field was obtained. According to the top view of
bubble trajectory in Figure 9 d), bubble moves toward the direction where x increases and y decreases (lower right
in Figure 9 d) top view). At the position A, the region with relatively high intensity of vorticity exists at left edge of
the bubble while the region with high intensity of vorticity exists at lower right of the bubble at position B. This
transition can be explained by the three-dimensional structure of bubble’s wake. In this case it can be detected that
bubble is trailing the hairpin-like wake. It is suggested that in horizontal plane the troidal vortex pattern which is a
cross-section of the hairpin wake of the bubble can be seen (Brücker, 1999). In Figure 9 the laser sheet for PIV
illuminates a plane in front of the bubble’s center of gravity at position A, and left side of the troidal vortex pattern
indicates higher intensity of vorticity. Identically, the laser sheet illuminate a plane behind the bubble’s center of
gravity at position B, and lower right region of the troidal vortex (cross-section of the hairpin wake) indicates
higher intensity of vorticity. And according to lateral motion in y-direction mainly, bubble shape shows a relatively
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significant asymmetry in the y-z plane.
We confirmed that the lateral motion toward x and y-directions are associated with an asymmetric bubble’s shape
in a plane which contains the axis of lateral motion, and this lateral motion is induced by the interaction between
bubble deformation and flow structure.
The lateral motion is mainly caused by the interaction between the wake structure and the bubble’s deformation.
We next discuss the relation between these lateral motions and the forces on the bubble induced by this interaction.
Measured images

Integration
in z-axis

top view

Fig. 7. Approximation of
three-dimensional bubble image
d)

position; B (∆t=23.5msec)

position; A

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8. Approximated three-dimensional bubble shape and corresponding flow structure
a) Characteristic vorticity at a moment bubble moves in a x-z plane mainly
b) Reconstructed bubble shape by approximation method
c) Relation between bubble location and measured plane for PIV.
d) Three dimensional bubble trajectory(side and top vies).
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Figure 10 shows the schematic illustration of the force balance act on the bubble. We assume conveniently that the
forces acting on the bubble are the buoyancy force FB, the drag force FD, and the lift force FL. We estimated an
acceleration of the bubble’s center of the gravity ab calculated by the time-derivative of measured relative velocity
Wrel to evaluate the lateral motion of the bubble experimentally. As shown in Figure 10, the direction of the ab is
determined by sum of forces FB, FD, and FL. Now we consider that ab conducted by experiments is influenced by
the factors such as the wall, and the vortex shedding. Next we focused on x component of acceleration ax to
evaluate the lateral motion in the x-z plane.

top view

position; B (∆t=23.5msec)

d)

position; A

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 9. Approximated three-dimensional bubble shape and corresponding flow structure
a) Characteristic vorticity contour at a moment bubble moves in a y-z plane mainly
b) Reconstructed bubble shape by approximation method
c) Relation between bubble location and measured plane for PIV
d) Three dimensional bubble trajectory
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In order to clarify the relation between the lateral motion and forces acting on the bubble in the zig-zag motion, we
estimated the correlation function between ub and ax. We defined ub as x-component of Wrel. Correlation function
R_ub-ax is defined by

R _ ub − a x =

u b ( t ) a x (t + τ )
u b ( t ) 2 a x (t + τ ) 2

(8)

.

The fluctuation of |Wrel | and |ab| are small enough to neglect, and the oscillation of the ub and ax is regarded as the
oscillation of the directs of Wrel and ab. This correlation evaluates the characteristics of the lateral force acting on
cyclically. In figure 11 we shows typical examples of R_ub-ax in Case1 and Case2. We picked up the bubble’s
zig-zag motion in x-z plane mainly to evaluate the lateral motion in x-direction. Bubbles in Case2 indicated larger
amplitude of the oscillation and lateral transition than that in Case1 as shown in Figure 4. The cycles of R_ub-ax are
80msec in Case1 and 220msec in Case2 respectively, and these cycles is directly related to as cycles of zig-zag
motions. In Case1, we can recognize that there is nearly π of the phase delay between the oscillation of ub and ax.
Now we reconsider the force balance in Figure 10. When the phase delay is nearly π, we can consider that the
x-component of the inertia force of bubble max depends on FD (the opposite direction of ub). Therefore the FL
become small enough to neglect. This phenomena can be recognized in Case 1.
On the other hands, the phase delay become larger than π in Case2. This indicates that the oscillation of ax depends
on the FD and the FL. And this indicates the existence of the FL. This phenomena can be recognized in Case2. In
such way, we evaluated the characteristics of the cyclical lateral motion by using the correlation between ub and ax.
And we evaluated the influence of the lift force on the lateral motion by the phase delay between ub and ax. In our
assumption, FL contains many factors such as, the wall, the shear flow, the asymmetric flow induced by bubble
deformation, and vorticity shedding. Although we couldn’t estimate the force of each effects. In Case2, bubble
with smaller aspect-ratio than that in Case1 induced the asymmetrical flow and remarkable vorticity shedding .
Therefore, we can recognize that the phase delay in Figure 11 becomes larger than π because of the effect of the lift
force induced by these factors.
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Fig. 11. Correlation function between ub and ax

Fig. 10. Definition of ax and ub

5. CONCLUSION

Using PIV/LIF/double-shadow projection technique, an experimental investigation on the flow structure in the
vicinity of bubble in a vertical linear shear flow was conducted. We confirmed that the shear flow acts on the
deformed bubble as the force toward the direction of higher relative velocity side.
The lateral transcition of the bubble in zig-zag motion is determined by the interaction of bubble deformation and
three-dimensional wake structure. We confirmed that the lateral transition is induced by the asymmetry of bubble’s
shape and flow structure around the bubble in the plane zig-zag motion occurs mainly, with consideration to the
relation between three-dimensional bubble’s location and the flow structure in the certain x-z plane. The influence
of the lift force on the lateral transition appears in the phase delay of the correlation between the directions of ub
and ax. This influence is increased with the bubble deformation.
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